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Abstract 

Experimental data on multi-nucleon transfer reactions~ obtained 

mainly by bombarding 282Th with the 160, 22Ne and 40Ar ions with an 

energy of 7-9 MeV/nucleon are discussed. The energy spectra of light 

reaction products and isotopic production cross sections show some 

features which are difficult to interpret in the framework of conven- 

tional direct processes. The concept of a double nuclear system is 

proposed, which allows one to explain these features easily. 

i. INTRODUCTION. 

Heavy ion transfer reactions are usually considered as quasi- 

elastic direct processes occurring in the grazing collisions of two 

nuclei. However, lately experimental data have been obtained, especial- 

ly for multi-nucleon transfer reactions, which cannot be described in 

this traditional framework. Transfer reactions in deep inelastic colli- 

sions of two nuclei are meant. Deep inelastic transfer reactions (DITR) 

have been observed for the first time by the authors of refs. I-8). 

However, the peculiarity of the mechanism of these reactions and their 

close relation to the interaction of two nuclei have become evident 

only recently. Now the experiments aimed at studying DITR are under 

way in Dubna 4-10) 0rsay II-15) and Berkeley 16,17) The theoretical 

analysis of DITR is being carried out elsewhere 18-85) 

There are some reasons why these reactions attract the attention 

of physicists. DITR allow one to obtain unique information on the in- 

teractions of nuclei. Indeed, the compound nucleus forgets the histo- 

ry of its formation. Quasi-elastic processes, both elastic and inelas- 

tic scattering, give information on nuclear interaction in peripheral 

collisions when the nuclear surfaces overlap inconsiderably. On the 

contrary~ DITR provide information on nuclear interaction just with 

considerable overlapping of nuclear surfaces, when collisions turn out 
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to be close to the head-on ones. DITR allow deep reconstruction of 

interacting nuclei and the obtaining of such exotic isotopes as 8He, 

llLi, 14Be~ 13B~ 20C~ 21N, and 240° The transfer reactions of this 

type may prove useful for superheavy element synthesis as well. Simi- 

larly to amphoteric elements in chemistry, the DITR mechanism itself 

is combining the properties of two opposite processes: direct reactions 

and compound nucleus formation. 

Here the peculiarities of DITR are considered, basing mainly on 

experimental data obtained in Dubna 5-10) ~) • An attempt has been made 

to interpret these peculiarities qualitatively on the basis of the 

concept of a double nuclear system (DNS) formed in deep inelastic col- 

lisions of two nuclei. In DNS the nuclear surfaces considerably over- 

lap , while the velocity of their relative motion is small. As a DNS has 

a considerable angular momentum, it rotates as a whole and evolves in 

time, coming from one state to another. The DNS lifetime turns out to 

be much larger than the characteristic nuclear time (10 -22 sec). 

2. EXPERIN~NTAL DATA 

2.1. Energy spectra of transfer reactions and nuclear 
viscosity• 

Figs. 1-8 show the elemental energy spectra of the light products 

of transfer reactions in the 282Th+40Ar system at 888 MeV 9). The spect- 

ra are given in the lab. system• The AE,E method has been used for 

measurements without separating isotopes. The spectra have revealed the 

following peculiarities: 

- a broad range spectrum extends to 200 MeV and that means the trans- 

fer of considerable amount of kinetic energy to excitation, 

- the spectra are divided into two parts in the case of few-nucleon 

transfer reactions and at large emission angles, 

- the spectra maxima are reduced with decreasing emission angle for 

few-nucleon transfer reactions~ 

- the spectra shape becomes symmetric with increasing number of 

stripped nuclei mainly due to the damping of the high energy part, 

- the spectra maxima of multi-nucleon transfer reactions turnout ±o be 

close to the exit Coulamb barrier. A noticeable amount of products 

have energies much lower than the exit Coulomb barrier° 

Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the energy spectra of S, P~ Si and 

AI at three emission angles and at two 40At projectile energies, 297 

~ITR have been studied experimentally by a team of Dubna physicists, 
namely, A.G.Artukh, G.F.Oridnev, V.L.Mikheev, V.VoVolkov and J. Wil- 
czynski of the Krakow University, Poland. 
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and 388 MeV. Arrows show the exit Coulomb barrier: the solid and dashed 

arrows correspond to 297 and 388 MeV~ respectively. The spectrum width 

greatly increases with increasing projectile energy. However, the low 

energy parts of the spectra~ especially at small angles, coincide. For 

an angle of 20 ° the greater part of the energy spectrum at 288 MeV is 

lower than the exit Coulomb barrier° 

Fig. 5 shows the Qm value of reactions for the maxima of the 

energy spectra with respect to Z and the emission angle of the reaction 

light product~ @. They have been calculated on the basis of the kinetic 

energy of light reaction products under the assumption of a two-bodyre- 

actionmechanism. Some facts give evidence for the two-body character of 

transfer reactions. The most important of them is that the peculiari- 

ties of the energy spectra and angular distributions observed in nucleon 

stripping are conserved in pick-up reactions when the dissociation of 

the bombarding nucleus in collisions is cancelled out. Potassium and 

chlorine nuclei produced in proton pick-up reactions and proton strip- 

ping may be considered as the "labeled" argon since the particle charge 

and mass are varied in this case slightly° The deviation to smaller 

angles with energy loss may be due to only nuclear attraction. The lar- 

ger the nuclear surface overlapping in collisions, the greater is the nuclear 

attraction effect. The Qm behaviour for C1 and K allows one to draw the 

conclusion that kinetic energy losses greatly increase with increasing 

overlap between the nuclei. The losses amount to about 150 MeV at a nar- 

row angular interval of about 200 ( at 879 MeV). This implies that nuc- 

lear behaviour in collisions is that of quite viscous objects° 

Fig° 6 shows a comparison of kinetic energies of two final nuclei 

and their exit Coulomb barriers. The abscissa is the emission ~ngle for a 

ligh~ product in the c.mos. The ordinate is the decay kinetic energy at 

the maximum of the energy spectrum reduced by the height of the exit 

Coulomb barrier. The mark "0" at the ordinate axis implies in this case 

a situation when reaction products gain all their kinetic energy due to 

Coulomb repulsion. As it follows from data of Fig. 6, essential nuclear 

viscosity may result in total dissipation of kinetic energy in collisions 

and the reduction of the relative velocity of two nuclei to small va- 

lues. Low energy maxima of few-nucleon transfer reactions and the maxi- 

ma of multi-nucleon transfer reactions lie dozens of MeV lower than 

the exit Coulomb barrier. If one makes a mirror reflection of low ener- 

gy maxima of few-nucleon transfer reactions onto the negative angle 

region~ one obtains a good conjugation with their high energy maxima. 

2°2. Angular 9istributions, Element Production Cross Sections. 

Fig° 7 shows the differential cross section for the production 
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of light elements - transfer reaction products in the bombardment of 

232Th with 3?9MeV 40Ar ions. The shape of the angular distributions 

varies regularly with the number of nucleons transferred° The peculiar 

maximum at the grazing angle is quite pronoumced only for few-nucleon 

transfer reactions. With an increase im the number of nucleons trans- 

ferred~ its half-width increases and the maximum is shifted towards 

smaller angles. For multi-nucleon transfer reactions do / d~ increases 

at first with decreasing emission angle° However~ when the largest num- 

ber of nucleons are transferred~ there appears a broad maximum at an 

angle of 30o-35 ° . Fig. 8 shows the partial angular distributions 

d 2 ~ / d~ dQ for AI~ CI and K for various values of QX = Q. The data 

have been calculated for the system 2S2Th+&0Ar at 288 MeV in the Como 

systemo The shape of partial angular distributions extremely changes 

with increasing inelasticity of interaction. It is worth noting that 

the maximum at a "grazing" angle for quasi-elastic transfer reactions 

rapidly decreases towards smaller and larger angles. Thus~ at small 

and large angles the main contribution to the cross section comes from 

inelastic processes. 

Fig° 9 shows the cross sections of light element production in 

bombarding S$2Th with &OAr and 2BNe ions° The abscissa is the number 

of protons stripped from the incident nucleus or picked up by it. The 

data obtained for isotopic yields show that nearly the same number of 

neutrons is transferred together with protons° It is seen that at first 

the reaction cross section rather quickly decreases with an increase 

in the number of protons transferred° However~ in the case of &OAr at 

379 MeV this reduction will be moderated (from 0 to B). A similar be- 

haviour of the element cross section for the 2$BTh+&0Ar system (379 ~eV) 

is also observed in pick-up reactions i0). For instance~ the produc- 

tion cross section for Fe exceeds I0 mb. On summing up the cross sec- 

tions for direct processes~ it is 800 mb for the 232Th+22Ne system at 

~ = 1960 mb~ 1.7 b for the 232Th+&0Ar system at 297 MeV and 2o& b 

at 38S MeVo The ~ values are equal to 1.9 and 2.9 b~ respectively. 

With increasing projectile energy and mass~ transfer reactions become 

a dominating process in the inelastic interaction of nuclei° 

2.3. Isotope Production Cross Sections. 

The cross sections of isotope production in transfer reactioms 

vary fromdozens of millib~ns to fractior~ of a microbarn. For multi-nucle- 

on transfers involving proton stripping from the bombarding nucleus~ 

the authors of ref. 5) have found systematics for the cross sections. 

For the 232Th+160 system at 137 MeV it is shown in Fig. i0o The abscis- 
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sa is Qgg, ~ (M I + N~) - (M 8 + M 4) being the energy required for 

accomplishing the reaction when the final nuclei turn out to be in tPe 

ground state. The ordinate is do / d~ . It is seen that the production 

cross sectior~s of the isotopes of each element lie fairly well on the 

straight elemental lines. The systematics has been obtained for some 

combinations of targets and projectiles and emission angles of 40°and 

12 ° . Figs. 11-18 show the systematics for tP~e 282Th+ISN (40°)(ref.6))~ 

282Th+22Ne (12°)(ref. I0)) and 94Zr+22Ne (12 ° ) (ref. I0)) systems. It is 

seen that the systematics is fairly good and is fulfilled the better~ 

the deeper the incident nucleus reconstruction. 

The systematics is characterized by the exponential dependence 

d~/d~ upon Qgg and the displacement of elemental lines towards 

the Qgg axis with an increase in the number of stripped protons. The 

slope of elemental lines varies with Z of reaction products. 

2.4. Difficulties in Interpreting Experimental Data within 

the Traditional Scheme of Direct Reactions 

In classical direct reactions the energy of light products in 

the lab. system increases with decreasing emission angle as a result 

of a more favourable summation over the vectors of transfer velocity 

and that in the c.m.s. The spectra shown in Figs. 1-8 reveal the rever- 

se dependence. The spectra are divided into two parts and the appearan- 

ce of particles of energy lower than the Coulomb barrier is also dif- 

ficult to explain. In transfer reactions the centrifugal barmier amounts 

to several dozens of MeV, while in the potential of two nuclei inter- 

action, V(R), the potential well is either absent or not deep. There- 

fore~ it is difficult to explain the appearance of a low energy par- 

ticle by the penetrability of the potential barrier. 

The cross section of direct reactions is determined by the pro- 

perties of the quantum states between which nucleon transfer occurs, 

and by the appropriate values of Q. The multi-nucleon transfer reac- 

tions are accompanied by considerable excitation of the final nuclei~ 

and the probability of their production in the ground state is extre- 

mely small. From this point of view the interpretation of the Qgg 

systematics involves serious difficulties. It has first been discussed 

in refo 20) • It has also been pointed out there that the Qgg depen- 

dence of isotope production cross section shows that in two-body col- 

lisions the conditions are fulfilled which are close to the statistical 

equilibrium. The authors of ref. 20) have proposed the concept of partial 

statistical equilibrium for the states in which nucleons most easily 

pass from nucleus to nucleus through the contact region. 
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8. POSSIBLE INTERPRETATION OF DEEP INELASTIC TRANSFER REACTIONS 

IN TERMS OF THE DOUBLE NUCLEAR SYSTEM CONCEPT 

3.1. Formation, Evolution and Disintegration of 
the Double Nuclear System (DNS) 

The formation of a double nuclear system is a natural consequence 

of strong nuclear viscosity and strong incompressibility of nuclear 

matter. The analysis of the interaction potential of two nuclei 

V(R) = Vn(R) + Vc(R) + Vrot(R), 

where Vn(R) , Vc(R) and Vrot(R) are the nuclear, Coulomb and centrifugal 

potentials, respectively, has been performed in refs. ~ 24,25,86). It has 

been shown that at small radii a rise is observed in the Vn(R) poten- 

tial which shows that repulsive forces, instead of attractive ones, 

become active. The appearance of repulsive forces has been interpreted 

as a result of the Pauli principle effect and strong incompressibility 

of saturated nuclear matter. 

We consider the collision of two nuclei (ZI,A I) and (Z2,A 2) 

(c.m.s.) at energies exceeding the Coulomb barrier, Eo> Bo, the orbital 

momentum ~ being closeto the critical an~ularmamentum £ The spins 
cr" 

of both nuclei are assumed to be equal to zero. At the moment of contact 

between the nuclear surfaces the kinetic energy is E ° - B o. We divide 

it into two parts: the radial part E R and the tangential one E t. They 

are as follows 
~2£(I+i) ~21(e + l) 

Et - 2~ R 2 and E R : E ° - go 2gR 2 ° 

Here g is the reduced mass, R ro(A~/8+ A~/8) and r ° = io8 fm. 

Due to the radial portion of the kinetic energy and nuclear attraction~ 

the nuclei start to penetrate into each other energetically. It can be 

expected that under conditions of strong nuclear viscosity the tangen- 

tial motion practically damps near the trajectory turning point, where 

the radial velocity is reduced to zero, and the overlapping of nuclear 

surfaces is maximally large. E t is partly converted into excitation 

energy, partly to the rotation of the system of two tightly bound nuc- 

lei. The ratio of these two parts depends upon the variation of the 

moment of inertia of the system. At the first stage of the process 
R 2 =g . After the damping of the relative motion ~ =~i+~2 +~R~ , 

where ~; and ~2 are the intrinsic moments of inertia of the nuclei~ 

and R. is the distance between the centres of the nuclei ~ the 

turning point. The intrinsic moments of inertia ~i and ~2 are close 

to those of the rigid body ones, since their excitation energy is about 

several tens of an MeV. 
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The radial part of the kinetic energy E R also greatly dissipa- 

tes. It may be assumed that a larger portion of E R is converted into 

nuclear excitation. After the turning point the light nucleus possess- 

ing some reverse potential energy starts "to slide down" along the 

radius following the V(R) potential° This resembles the pendulum mo- 

tion in a viscous liquid° The light nucleus may be slightly accelera- 

ted under the effect of the Coulomb field when passing nuclear peri- 

phery where the stopping effect of nuclear viscosity weakens due to 

smaller density of nuclear matter. 

A majour part of collision kinetic energy dissipates within the 

period from the moment of contact to the turning point. At the colli- 

sion energy of several MeV per nucleon, this time is about l-2xlO22sec. 

This time is too short for the nuclei to become strongly deformed and 

change their structure to a great extent. 

Thus, as a result of strong nuclear viscosity and repulsion at 

small radii at the beginning of collision~ a double nuclear system is 

formed at the turning point. The nuclea~ surfaces of DNS are conside- 

rably overlapping and their relative velocity is smalloThe DNS has anangu- 

far momentum ~ and the moment of inertia corresponding to the common 

rotation of two tightly bound nuclei. The DNS Has its rotation energy 

~2~(12~ + l) energy E ~ = and the excitation = Eo-V~(R )= Ero t 
where V ~ is the potential of the nuclear interaction~ in which the eentri- 

fugal potential Vrot(R) is taken to be that fo~a rotating DNS. 

What happens to DNS later? If ~ < ~ the interaction potential 
or' 

V~(R) has a minimum to which the system slides down along Ro However, 

this is a local minimum since the shape of DNS does not correspond to 

that of the potential energy~ Therefore, the system starts evolving by 

exchanging nucleons and changing its shape for the one corresponding 

to the potential energy minimum. If the Z and A values of the DNS are not 

very large, the excited compound nucleus of equilibrium deformation 

comes as a final result° 

With ~ >~ the Coulomb and centrifugal forces exceed nuclear 
or ~ 

attraction (the interaction potential V~(R) has no minimum) and the DNS 

starts disintegrating° However, since with ~ = ~cr the three forces 

are balanced~ the domination of repulsion over attraction may be assu- 

med to be small if ~ is somewhat larger than ~cr" As a result, the 

disintegration of the DNS under the conditions of high nuclear visco- 

sity will proceed slowly compared with the characteristic nuclear time. 

In the course of disintegration the system may turn by a considerable 

angle, and the emission of light products will take place in the re- 

gion of negative angles. The comparatively long lifetime of the DNS 
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provides the possibility of transferring a large number of nucleons 

from one nucleus to the other° During this period of time the nuclei 

incorporating the DNS may undergo noticeable deformation. 

3.2. Interpretation of Experimental Data. 

The concept of a double nuclear system permits a natural inter- 

pretation of the peculiarities of transfer reactions. The double peak 

in the energy spectra of few-nucleon transfers results from the fact 

that a transfer of a small number of nucleons takes place in two dif- 

ferent processes, namely in the quasielastic and deep inelastic ones. 

In the former case the ion is scattered mainly in the Coulomb field 

with the emission into the region of positive angles~ and most of the 

kinetic energy is conserved. In the latter case the turning double 

system passes through 0 ° and disintegrates by emitting a light product 

with an energy close to the Coulomb barrier in the region of negative 

angles. 

Multi-nucleon transfer reactions mainly occur in deep inelastic 

processes, since the transfer of a considerable number of nucleons re- 

quires a longer contact time and higher excitation of the nuclei. The 

development of deformations in the double nuclear system reduces the 

exit Coulomb barrier and makes possible the emission of particles with 

energies sub~tantially lower than the Coulomb barrier for non-deformed 

nuclei. The shape and width of the energy spectra of deep inelastic 

transfers can be interpreted in terms of the spread of the lifetime of the 

double nuclear system. The distribution of specific lifetimes t over 

an average time ~ may be assumed to be characterized by the Gaussian 

t-exp - ( t-~_)2. The deformation of the double nuclear system will in- 
G 

crease proportionally to time at first approximation° Correspondingly~ 

the Coulomb barrier will decrease. As a result~ the shape of the energy 

spectrum may be described by the Gaussian, while its width will be pro- 

portional to Z3Z4~ the atomic numbers of the reaction products. The 

possible dependence of T on the Zs/Z 4 ratio can also affect the spect- 

rum width. 

An analysis of the angular distribution was carried out in the 

quasielastic approach, according to which all partial waves correspond- 

ing to surface collisions take part in the interference 37)o However~ 

under the real conditions the inelasticity of the interaction increases 

rapidly as ~ goes from k s go ~cr" This leads to the destruction of the 

coherence of partial waves if one takes the entire interval ~ - 
or s 

In the exit channels only the groups of partial waves close in the 

values interfere. The width of the packet A~ decreases with the 

increasing gradient of energy changes dE /d~ o The elemental angular 
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distributions are a complicated superposition of partial angular dlstr~- 

butions differing both in shape and intensity° The analysis made in 

refo 9) has shown that the quasielastic part of the angular distribu- 

tions of few-nucleon transfers (the Q~ values are sm~ll) is well de- 

scribed by the Strutinsky model 37) provided use is made of the Gaus- 

sian distribution of partial wave amplitudes° However~ this model is 

incapable of describing the angular distributions at larger energy 

losses. It has recently been shown in refo 34) that some progress can 

be made by using a modified version of the Strutinsky model and intro- 

ducing a more complicated ~ dependence of the amplitudes and phases 

of partial waves° 

The angular distributions of deep inelastic transfers are to be 

analysed separately since the methods developed for direct processes 

are hardly applicable here. The disintegration of the double nuclear 

system resembles the fission of a compound nucleus with a large angular 

momentum~ but the basic difference between them is that the disinteg- 

ration of the double system takes a shorter time than required for one 

revolution. Nucleon transfer in the double nuclear system can be re- 

garded as one of the aspects of its evolution in time° In this case 

there should exist a relationship between the lifetime of the double 

nuclear system and the number of nucleons transferred. As this system 

rotates~ this correlation should manifest itself in the fact that the 

average emission angle of a light product (in the region of negative 

angles) will somehow increase with the number of transferred nucleons° 

The disintegration of the double nuclear system is accompanied 

by tile emission of a light product in the region of negative angles. 

This implies that the average turning angle of the system prior to its 

disintegration is no less than ~/2. The estimates of the double nuc- 

lear system lifetime for ~ - ¢ and the rigid body moment of inertia 
c~21 

give a value of about 2-5 x i0 sec~ which much exceeds the charac- 
_10 -22  t e r i s t i c  n u c l e a r  t i m e ~  s e c o  D u r i n g  t h e  t u r n i n g  t i m e  o f  t h e  

s y s t e m j  c o n d i t i o n s  c l o s e  t o  t h e  s t a t i s t i c a l  e q u i l i b r i u m  w i t h  r e s p e c t  

t o  e n e r g y  and  n u c l e o n  e x c h a n g e  b e t w e e n  t h e  n u c l e i  c a n  be e s t a b l i s h e d  2 0 ) .  

The e x c i t a t i o n  e n e r g y  o f  t h e  DNS a t  t h e  t u r n i n g  p o i n t  i s  e q u a l  

to Ui(R ~) : Eo-V~(R ) - A(p,n)~ where A (p,n) is an energy consumed 

to break proton and neutron pairs in both nuclei. The DNS can disin- 

tegrate in marw directions~ since the exchange of energy and nucleons 

between the nuclei is a process of statistical nature. 

We assume the probability for the disintegration of the DNS 

with the production of two nuclei ( 3 and 4) in the exit channel to 

be proportional to the product of the level densities in these nuclei~ 
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i.e. P3"P4 . The level densities are determined by the final exci- 

tation energy Uf and its distribution between the nuclei. Since the 

Qgg systematics describes the cross sections for the formation of light 

reaction products in bound states, the p value for a light product 

should be understood to be the number of bound states. 

We shall express Uf in a form, which clearly reflects the influ- 

ence of the nucleon transfer process on the value of the final excita- 

tion energy 

Uf = U i + Qgg + A E  e + AEro t - 8 ( n ) - ~ ( p ) .  

Here AE° is a change in the Coulomb energy of the interaction in the 

exit channel as compared with the entrance one, AEro t is a change in 

the rotational energy of the double nuclear system at nucleon transfer, 

which is due to a change of the moment of inertia, and 8(n) and 8(p) 

are corrections taking account of the effect of neutron and proton 

pairing at nucleon transfer. 

The Qgg factor automatically includes the energy consumption on 

the breaking of pairs in the donor-nucleus for those nucleons that were 

transferred to the acceptor-nucleus. The transferred nucleons occupy, 

as a rule, the excited levels in the acceptor-nucleus and turn out to 

be unpaired. However, the Qgg factor, which characterizes the energy 

consumption for the transfer of nucleons from the ground state of the 

donor-nucleus to the ground state of the acceptor-nucleus, neglects 

this fact° As a result, the excitation energy Uf appears to be over- 

estimated. The over-all pairing correction for a given reaction chan- 

nel (for a definite isotope) is equal to the sum of the pairing energies 

in the acceptor-nucleus of the additional nucleon pairs formed in the 

accep~or-nucleus as a result of nucleon transfer° The exception of this 

rule are the channels, in which extremely neutron-rich light nuclei 

with an even number of neutrons are formed° Such nuclei maF not have 

excited bound states corresponding to the breaking of a neutron pair. 

If such nuclei are formed as a result of a pick-up of two neutrons~ 

these neutrons may be transferred only in the form of a pair, for these 

two neutrons no pairing correction is introduced. 

In accordance with the hypothesis about the partial statistical 

equilibrium with respect to energy and particle exchange, we shall 

assume the final excitation energy Uf to be distributed between both 

nuclei proportionally to their level densities° In order to describe 

the level density p ~ we make use of the expression for p at 

a constant temperature 

U 
p~e@ T • 
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Fig. 15. The 0 systematics for the 94Zr + 22Ne system~ E = 174 MeV, "gg 
® = 12 ° (lab. system) after introducing corrections taking into account 

the effect of neutron and proton pairing. 

It should~howeve~ be noted that T can noticeably differ from the 

temperature of the corresponding compound nucleus~ since the double 

nuclear system does not reach the state of complete statistical equi- 

libriumo This quantity can be regarded as the temperature of a partial 

statistical equilibrium or simply as a parameter..Generally~ the T 

values are the same for both nuclei forming the DNSo However~ if one 

of the reaction products is a light nucleus with large neutron excess 

amd a small number of bound states~ practically the entire excitation 

energy will then be concemtrated in the heavy nucleus° The light nuc- 

leus will remain unexcited. For the general case~ the product of the 

level densities of the final nuclei p3.p4 can be written as follows: 

U 
P3" p 4 ~  exp T '  * 

The energy spectra of the isotopes produced by deep inelastic 

transfers differ incensiderlbly (for a given Zf )o The range of angu- 

+ A ~  for deep inelastic transfers is compara- far momenta ~ cr' cr 

tively narrow~ and in calculating Uf one can use some average value 
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of I . Thus~ the isotopic production cross section is mainly deter- 

mined by the final excitation energy Uf~ i.eo 
Uf 

a ~ e ~  ' T  " 

On heavy nuclei~ the main contribution to the changes in excita- 

tion energy U is made by Qgg and AEo ~ the Qgg value reaching tens 

of MeV and AE c being equal to 5-10 MeV per transferred proton° The 

value of AEro t does not exceed several hundred keV per transferred 

nucleon~ and the pairing energy in heavy nuclei is about i MeV. There- 

fore~ in the first approximation one can leave only the main terms in 

the expression for Uf. This will give the following expression for the 

cross section: 

o-exp ( Qgg + AEc ) . 

T 

This is just the expression that describes the empirical Qgg systems- 

tics of isotopic production cross sections in multi-nucleon transfer 

reactions. 

In the empirical Qgg systematics~ the slope of the isotopic lines 

changes to son~ extent as one progresses from one element to another. 

The introduction of corrections for neutron pairing (in this case the 

abscissa corresponds to Qgg - ~(n)) results in the identity of the 

slopes. The role of the pairing corrections manifests itself most vi- 

vidly in the case of the bombardments of 94Zr with 22Ne. In 94Zr~ the 

pairing energy increases and the Coulomb energy decreases compared 

with 232Th. As a result~ nitrogen isotopes appear to be located to the 

right of the carbon isotopes~ while boron isotopes are to the right of 

berillium ones. Corrections for the pairing of neutrons and protons 

permit the reestablishment of the normal sequence of the isotopic lines 

in accordance with the Z value (Fig. 15)o 

4. CONCLUSION 

The experimental information presented in this paper and its 

analysis allow to conclude that transfer reactions in the deep inelas- 

tic collisions of two complex nuclei are characterized by a new~ in 

principle~ mechanism of nuclear reactions ~ which is unknown for light 

bombarding particles° The characteristic feature of this mechanism is 

the production of a double nuclear system~ in which~ in spite of the 

strong interaction~ the nuclei retain most of their individual proper- 

ties. The originality of these reactions consists in the fact that they 

combine the features typicalbo%h for classical direct processes and 

a compound nucleus° The light products "forget" neither the initial 

direction of the projectile motion~ nor its characteristics; in other 
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words, their angular distribution is directed forward and the maximum 

yield corresponds to isotopes close to the initial nucleus both in A 

and Z. At the same time, the production cross sections for some iso- 

topes are determined by the statistical equilibrium conditions charac- 

teristic of a compound nucleus. These conditions allow the transfer 

of a considerable number of nucleons from one nucleus to the other. 

Under equilibrium conditions~ the heavy nucleus possessing a high 

level density absorbs practically the entire excitation energy. This 

fact provides the possibility of producing neutron-excessive isotopes 

of light elements with an extremely low neutron (or neutron pair) 

binding energy in transfer reactions. 

The experimental investigations described in this paper were 

possible due to the high parameters of heavy ion beams from the U-S00 

cyclotron of the JINR Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions. The author is 

deeply thankful to Academician G.N.Flerov~ Director of the Laboratory 

of Nuclear Reactions~ for his every support and valuable advice~ which 

largely contributed to the success of the work° The author is grateful 

to his colleagues A.G.Artukh~ G.FoGridnev and VoLoMikheev for fruiful 

discussions. 
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